SOCIALISM AND THE EARLIEST CHRISTIANS.

VICTOR L. BERGER OUTLINES ITS HISTORICAL FACTS AND SHOES THE FALSE ACCUSATION AND MISTAKING CONCLUSION FOR SOCIALISM.

HE has often had the assertion, even from Socialists, "Premature Christianity was needed to prepare the way in social and political life for the coming of socialism." But he has been shown that this is not quite correct, or rather that the main issue in matters is not among the socialisms, but between Socialism and Capitalism.

The perfecting of SOCIALISM has led to a solution of the problems of the world. Socialism, in many ways, has been established during the capitalist era, in order to set the stage for the development of Socialism in the future.

But, unfortunately, the Socialists have not been able to establish Socialism at the present time. The labor movement is still in its infancy. But, Socialists have been able to establish Socialism in the past.

The labor movement is a movement of the working class. Socialists have been able to establish Socialism in the past by the organization of labor unionism. The labor movement is a movement of the working class. Socialists have been able to establish Socialism in the past by the organization of labor unionism.
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EXTRAORDINARY OFFER!

Poverty Causes the Slums

Though Men like Jacob Riis are Too Stubborn to See it.

Mr. Jacob A. Riis, a special correspondent of the Chicago Tribune, is the author of "How the Other Half Lives," the book which has been read all over the world. His work has done more to bring about a change in the conditions of the poverty-stricken men who live in the slums of New York City than any other book or article on the subject. His work has been cited as an example of the kind of reporting that should be done in the field of journalism. His book was published in 1890 and it is still in print today.

Social Democratic Herald, 306 Sixth Street, Milwaukee, Wisc.

Books on International Socialism.

The Social Democratic Herald is a weekly newspaper published in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. It was founded in 1892 and is one of the oldest socialist newspapers in the United States. The paper is published in English and is distributed in the U.S. and Canada. It covers a wide range of topics related to socialism, including economics, politics, history, and culture.

Social Democratic Herald, 306 Sixth Street, Milwaukee, Wisc.

Teeth Extracted
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WITWIT

NAME
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1. H. Hunt, M.D.
2. D. F. Hunt, M.D.
3. J. H. Hunt, M.D.
4. J. F. Hunt, M.D.
5. J. H. Hunt, M.D.

BORCHARDT BROS.
TAYLORS & FURNITURE
34-46 Grove St., Milwaukee, Wis.

RICHARD ELSNER, LAWYER
1560 Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

AND, BUEHLER, PRINTER

Social Democratic Herald, 306 Sixth Street, Milwaukee, Wisc.

A GREAT BARGAIN!

The Columbus, an Illustrated Magazine of Life, Labor and Literature, 50 cents.

The Tribune Or L, by Whittier, 30 cents, (for framing).

The Truth In News, 113 pages, $1.00.

Social Democratic Herald, 306 Sixth Street, Milwaukee, U.S.A.

ALL FOR $1.25.

Demand this Label on all Packages.
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Demand this Label on all Packages.
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THE QUESTION OF INCENTIVE UNDER SOCIALISM — By A. L. Benson.

The great difficulty in the question of incentive is how to manage the scheme so that the total income shall not be higher than the cost of production. This is a matter of paramount importance. If the total income is too high, it will result in the destruction of the social system. On the other hand, if the total income is too low, it will result in the destruction of the capitalist system. The scheme of incentive under socialism is therefore of great importance.

Gleanings from Busy Socialism Fields.

NOTE: In some states the organization is known as the Socialist Party, in others as the Social Democratic Party, and in still others as the Socialistic Party. The name varies from state to state and from city to city. In all cases, however, the organization is the same.

ACROSS THE HERALDProgressBar John Jones reports that the American Labor Union has been in touch with the International Labor Union, and that a conference will be held in New York next month.

The London Socialists are to be congratulated on their recent successes. The London Socialists have been in the forefront of the fight for the overthrow of the capitalist system, and their success is a matter of great satisfaction to the workers of the world.
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LET THE WORKERS BEWARE!

The MITCHELLS AND HARRIS CRY PEACE, PEACE,
BUT THERE IS NO PEACE!

EVEN THE ANGEL OF PEACE IS SHOCKED AT THE AGREEMENT
BETWEEN LABOR AND CAPITAL THAT THE CIVIC
FEDERATION OF LABOR IS PLEASING!

They want Labor to Throw away its Weapons, while Capitalism keeps the Worst Weapon of All, the Labor-Poisoning Wage System and keeps a String on its other Labor-Crushers, the Minimum, Lockout, Blacklist and the Injunction.

The Peace Conference is a Round of Unemployment, Poverty and Labor Minibags and Live in Hoover and Capital War Blondie and Live in Palaces!

Under capitalism people have to plan. They have to plan to educate their children. They have to plan to provide for their old age. They have to plan to save for the day when they are needed. They have to plan in order to live. They have to plan in order to live. They have to plan in order to live. They have to plan in order to live. They have to plan in order to live. They have to plan in order to live. They have to plan in order to live.

The object of socialism is to re- place this system and educate the people to think, to plan and to live, to think and to plan and to live, to think and to plan and to live, to think and to plan and to live, to think and to plan and to live, to think and to plan and to live, to think and to plan and to live.

The men now employed in the Peace Conference are the men who are paid to think, to plan and to live, to think and to plan and to live, to think and to plan and to live, to think and to plan and to live, to think and to plan and to live, to think and to plan and to live, to think and to plan and to live.

When we think of the things which are necessary for a socialist society, we think of the things which are necessary for a socialist society, we think of the things which are necessary for a socialist society, we think of the things which are necessary for a socialist society, we think of the things which are necessary for a socialist society, we think of the things which are necessary for a socialist society, we think of the things which are necessary for a socialist society.

WHERE DO WE STAND?

Socialist workers in Chicago believe that the Socialist cause is on the upswing. It is on the upswing in Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, and every other city. It is on the upswing in every city.

But the Socialist cause is on the upswing in every city. It is on the upswing in Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, and every other city. It is on the upswing in every city.
Barrett’s Wonderful January Sales

Call for the old models. Please note, we are not in the habit of prices. The manufacturer’s prices are subject to change at any time. We cannot be held responsible for any errors in our advertisements. We are not in the habit of making sales, but we can help you choose. The price you paid is the price you pay. No exchanges or returns. No trade-in or trade-out. No layaway. No credit. No guarantee. No returns. No refunds. No apologies.

J. Bruett & Son
Clothing, Furnishings, Hats, Caps, Gloves, Mittens, Underwear, Racji, Shirts, Necker, Etc.
144 West 1st Street

Plehier’s Laundry
Hand Wash, High Dye & Dry Cleaning
701 Second Street
Phone 339...

Go on and buy it. The Milwaukee papers announce that a public sale has been announced for tomorrow morning, for Dear Boys and that the change to Monday is a business necessity. The papers are discussing the question of what to buy but we cannot help you choose. No trade-in or trade-out. No layaway. No credit. No guarantee. No returns. No apologies.

Central Ticket Access
111 Broadway
Free Service, No Charge

GREAT COLD GOO

Postmen Scared
Brought to a White Ash
For Oscar Meyers Co.
22 Urn Street
Waukesha, Wis.

The Woman’s News Club of the south will give a prize for those who will send in a short story by the end of March. The winners will be chosen in February. The winners will be announced in March.

It is true that some stories are not always complete. We have received a number of incomplete stories. We are not in the habit of making sales, but we can help you choose. No trade-in or trade-out. No layaway. No credit. No guarantee. No returns. No apologies.

The Brewers’ central. Jan. 8th, they will have a big box of the best of the best for last year.

No time to spare for T. R.

LaRoy’s German Cough Balsam
FOR COUPS AND COUGS
AT BILLING’S PHARMACY
323 Oakfield Street

Elsner’s Union Market
Fresh, Bailey, and Layton
943 BORDEAUX AVE., Piano 553
We Give Money Trading Discounts

GO TO
GEORGE RUGGABER
For Reliable Union Made Shirts
494 12th Street, Milwaukee

WANTED
That two female dancers be taken for the Milwaukee Civic Dance, Alwin Fleischer, 255 Fifth Street, Milwaukee.

The Milwaukee papers announce that a public sale has been announced for tomorrow morning, for Dear Boys and that the change to Monday is a business necessity. The papers are discussing the question of what to buy but we cannot help you choose. No trade-in or trade-out. No layaway. No credit. No guarantee. No returns. No apologies.

Central Ticket Access
111 Broadway
Free Service, No Charge

The THEATER.

THE FORTUNE TELLER

Monday, Jan. 20th
10th Avenue and Mitchell

текст документа.